Quantizer-Based Triggered Control for Chaotic Synchronization With Information Constraints.
This paper mainly focuses on synchronization of controlled drive-response systems under Lurie form through a limited channel. The main contribution of this paper is the quantizer-based triggered methodology proposed based on three coders. By exploring coder structure information and fusing quantization and trigger errors together, this strategy can reduce transmission burden while increase synchronization speed concurrently. And the final synchronization error can be bounded within a predetermined fixed value. According to the initial output of drive system, different coders are purposely designed. With the proposed trigger schemes, traditional binary coder with memory cannot achieve desired performance. Meanwhile, it is found that the static coder leads to satisfactory performance when initial drive system output is within limited region. Combining the advantages of the above two coders, a mixed coder is designed to overcome the shortcomings. Moreover, synchronization error and transmission bit rate are thoroughly discussed and Zeno behavior is radically prevented. Finally, simulations for two Chua's circuits are given to illustrate the validity of the proposed method.